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GOOD
Standard Bearing

BETTER
Standard Bearing with 
Adjust-to-Fit (ATF)

BEST
DUSL Bearing

What sets the best OEM (SVI) apart from other lift companies? The answer is simple, PROBLEM SOLVING!
SVI dominates with current solutions for problems encountered both new and old. The transitions/upgrades from 
standard designs to the ATF and finally the DUSL tell this story better than anything else. It is amazing how one 
company can make so many improvements that benefit lift owners all across the world. 

As the once absolute dominate Worldwide favorite, Globe lifts can be found literally all around the globe. Today SVI continues 
this tradition and builds Globe brand semi-hydraulic lifts every day. These lifts may be marketed as Globe but they are 
distinctly SVI original equipment using only the SVI exclusive DUSL and ATF technology. This makes for one of the best 
sealing and most stabile lifts on the market today. The DUSL system is available for virtually all 10-5/8” Globe lifts still found in 
service today. Use a DUSL bearing on a 30 year old Globe and you will stop the leaking and make the plunger play go away.   

Triple Bearing Modernization =  
Maximum Stability

DUAL UPPER
SINGLE LOWER

makes an old lift 
like new again.

10-5/8” Standard and 
Standard ATF Bearings are 
no longer available.  

DUSL is all you need.

DUSLstandard ATFModern Bearing Upgrade

UPGRADE TODAY
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SVI Exclusive  BH-1778D-ATF
10-5/8” Adjust-To-Fit Upper Bearing Kit 

for Western
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Adjust-to-Fit (ATF) kits offer the solution to 
more accurately and easily reduce plunger rock 
on many reliable in-ground lifts still in service 
today. Until 2008, correcting plunger rock had 
been a time intensive repair activity. Detailed 
plunger measurements were needed and upper 
bearings had to be custom machined to size. Most 
everyone involved really just crossed their fingers in hope that the measurements 
went just right. SVI’s Adjust-to-Fit Upper Bearing Kits take away all the guesswork. 
Each ATF kit is shipped with exactly what you need to correctly and easily field-fit the 
upper bearing to the snuggest setting. 
Plus, the new upper bearing kit housing will last virtually forever. The only thing that 
will need to be replaced from time to time is the actual bearing strip. 
Thousands of lifts in service still need this product. Contact all vehicle lift owners 
that you know with this problem and offer up the solution. While you perform this 
repair, you will not only do a nice job, but also have an extremely satisfied and happy 
customer for life. Increased service revenue is right at your fingertips.
Adjust-To-Fit upper bearings are a real problem solver.

7-1/2”, 8-1/2”, 10-5/8” and 12-5/8”
Call to learn more.

Adjust-to-Fit
Upper Bearing Kits

Same as Standard, but with an  
Adjust-to-Fit groove for a perfect field fit 
and replaceable bearing.ATF

ATF kits are 
available for 
the following 

lift makes:
• Challenger
• Globe
• Rotary
• SVI Power Post
• Weaver
• Western

Only $197.49

Innovation that fits—an ATF for Western lifts. Adjust-To-Fit upper 
bearings are a real problem solver and available for Western lifts. 
Without SVI, there had been no way to solve plunger rock problems with 
a Western lift because the cylinders are not repairable. SVI’s proven-to-
work kit solves this problem in all but the most extreme cases.
Installation is a breeze. In fact, installing an ATF on a Western is no 
different than replacing a seal. Each kit ships complete with an upper 
bearing housing, seal/wiper combo, a rubber o-ring, a glass filled nylon 
bearing and special spacer strips. The spacer strips allow you to adjust 
the tightness of fit for the bearing during installation. You simply install 
as many spacer strips as required in the bearing groove beneath the 
bearing for the proper fit.

When you have an idea, need something special, or just simply want a problem you are encountering solved, give us 
a call. We will see what we can come up with. SVI has an innovative can-do spirit and enjoys working on solutions 
to challenges and opportunities that you discover every day.

Adjust-To-Fit Upper Bearing Kit for Western 10-5/8” Cylinders

 Helps save Western lifts and keep them reliably in service.


